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ABSTRACT

1

Digital objects as well as real-world entities are commonly referred
to in literature or on the Web by mentioning their name, linking
to their website or citing unique identifiers, such as DOI and ORCID, which are backed by a set of meta information. All of these
methods have severe disadvantages and are not always suitable
though: They are not very precise, not guaranteed to be persistent
or mean a big additional effort for the author, who needs to collect
the metadata to describe the reference accurately. Especially for
complex, evolving entities and objects like software, pre-defined
metadata schemas are often not expressive enough to capture its
temporal state comprehensively. We found in previous work that a
lot of meaningful information about software, such as a description,
rich metadata, its documentation and source code, is usually available online. However, all of this needs to be preserved coherently
in order to constitute a rich digital representation of the entity. We
show that this is currently not the case, as only 10% of the studied blog posts and roughly 30% of the analyzed software websites
are archived completely, i.e., all linked resources are captured as
well. Therefore, we propose Micro Archives as rich digital object
representations, which semantically and logically connect archived
resources and ensure a coherent state. With Micrawler we present
a modular solution to create, cite and analyze such Micro Archives.
In this paper, we show the need for this approach as well as discuss
opportunities and implications for various applications also beyond
scholarly writing.

In the area of digital libraries and in the scholarly domain in general
exist many digital identifiers used to reference objects and entities in
literature, most prominently, the Digital Object Identifier (DOI)[13].
These identifiers are commonly backed by a set of metadata that
describe the referenced object. While meta information are easy to
create and maintain for fixed objects, such as scientific publications,
which do not change anymore after they have been published and
assigned their DOI, this approach does not scale well for more
dynamic entities.
As one such subject, we consider software, an omnipresent good
in science that is often referenced in literature. Software is constantly being developed and can have a different state in every
moment, especially if it is open source and being developed by
a large community. In such cases, it is difficult to permanently
keep corresponding metadata up to date. Even more challenging, a
software that is developed by thousands of developers, with every
developer working on a small piece of it, is nearly impossible to
be precisely expressed by a fixed set of metadata values. Further is
such a representation in many cases not what a reader requires to
fully understand the referenced asset. Way more useful would be
a description, documentation, or even the source code in case of
software. We found in previous work that most of these information
already exist on the Web [12].
From an author’s perspective who wants to reference some entity
or object that is not explicitly prepared for this, the collection of
all required meta information to comprehensively describe the
referenced asset means a big additional effort. Instead, we often see
very vague references in literature, e.g., only a name, sometimes
with the version or date. Similarly, references to Web resources,
such as blog articles, are made as a footnote containing the URL.
However, even if the date of visit is specified, this is not very helpful
as the referenced blog post or linked resources may already have
changed by the time it is read.
Many of these problems could be solved if we had richer presentations of the cited objects. If the reader does not only see the
name, version and author of a referenced software, but can actually
read the documentation at the time when the author accessed it.
For that reason, we propose Micro Archives: microscopic collections
of archived resources on the Web that describe a single entity or
object, cohesively preserved for future reference. While existing
Web archives already provide the necessary infrastructures to preserve all required resources individually, Micro Archives can be
considered a logical and semantic connection of such resources to
provide a holistic view onto a cited object. Furthermore, metadata
that may be available in unstructured or semi-structured form as
part of such a Micro Archive can be dynamically extracted and
presented as needed whenever required.
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Figure 1: Web Archive Timeline: Blogs.

3

In the following, we present Micrawler, a modular proof-ofconcept prototype that implements the entire pipeline of creating,
archiving, analyzing, presenting and citing Micro Archives, along
with a practical example of how our approach can be used within
the scientific publication workflow. Further, we showcase two use
case scenarios, i.e., 1) blog articles, 2) software, which we have
investigated in terms of inconsistencies that could be fixed with
Micrawler in the future. Finally, we will highlight the opportunities
created by Micro Archives in various areas and stress why we think
the presented concepts are an inevitable step in our digital world.

3.1

2

CASE STUDIES

We have investigated two use case scenarios for which Micro
Archives would immediately create a major benefit in their scientific use, i.e., blog articles and software. The question we raise is:
How complete and coherent is the archived Web with respect to related resources linked on the corresponding webpages? Micrawler
can improve the coherence of Web archives by making sure for an
object or entity cited today, all related resources are archived today
as well, resulting in a Micro Archive.

Datasets and Methodology

The retrospective analysis of blog articles was done using the TREC
Blogs’08 2 collection. This corpus consists of 28,488,766 blog posts,
collected between 2007 and 2008 for the TREC 2008 Blog Track.
Hence, we can assume the blog articles to be published during that
time period. Although some older ones are included as well, there
are definitely no posts composed later than Feb 2009.
As it is more difficult to relate software to a specific point in
time, we study its state as of today. For this analysis, we collected
all 22,022 URLs3 , each corresponding to a single software, as listed
on swMATH 4 , a catalog and information service for mathematical
software.
All webpages linked from any of the processed URLs are considered related. Although maybe not complete, we found that many
software websites link to corresponding documentation, artifacts,
source code and other related artifacts from their homepage [12].
These resources were gathered from the archived snapshot of the
corresponding software or blog page. In case of software, we picked
the latest captures, and for the retrospective study of blog articles,
we picked the earliest snapshot that was available in the Internet
Archive’s Wayback Machine5 .
As the process of retrieving an archived snapshot for an URL
with all its linked resources is quite time consuming, we limited
our analysis to a random sample of 5,000 objects from each dataset.
A single unit of 1 represents a completely archived object with
all related resources, the percentage is relative to these. Partially
archived objects would be represented by a corresponding floating

RELATED WORK

Piwowar et al. [21] provided evidence that enhanced access to research data lead to an increased number of citations. Although
there has been quite some work on research data and its use in
literature [17, 18, 22] as well as on Web archives as containers for
cultural, personal or scientific entities [15, 19, 20], there is not much
on combining both aspects as we intent with our work. Dynamic
research data, such as software, has been neglected for a long time
because of its volatility and its development process that cannot
be suitably mapped by traditional metadata. Only recently, several
initiatives have emerged to foster the use of software in a scientifically sound manner, such as the Software Sustainability Institute,
Software Heritage or FORCE111 [4, 7, 8, 23]. However, we are the
first to propose the incorporation of Web archives for this purpose.
Web archives have been of growing interest as they allow to
explore the Web with regard to a dimension that is often neglected
in common tasks, like search and entity linking, but also the use
of the Web in science: time. These valuable collections allow to
study the Web and its development over time [2, 10]. Further, it
has become a dire need to preserve scientific information before
it vanishes from the Web [3, 16, 24]. However, access capabilities
are still limited [6]. Works that attempt to improve this, deal with
the efficient processing of Web archive data at scale [9] as well as
temporal search and ranking [5, 11]. While these approaches can
be used to retrieve temporally relevant and related resources for a
given entity in an automatic manner, Micro Archives aim at making
such semantic, temporal connections more explicit and sustainable.

1 https://www.force11.org/about/manifesto
2 http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/test_collections/blogs08info.html
3 state

at Dec 7, 2017

4 http://www.swmath.org
5 http://web.archive.org
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Figure 2: Web Archive Timeline: Software.
point unit. For better readability, the plots have been limited to the
2,134 blog posts and 4,074 software websites for which at least the
authority page available, i.e., the actual blog post or representative
webpage of a software. Together with the related sources we ended
up with a total of 243,336 URLs that we had to fetch for blogs and
123,060 URLs for software, resulting in 48 related resources per blog
article and 24 related resources per software on average.
Another fraction was covered by the Web archive, but disallowed
themselves from being archived through a policy specified in their
robots.txt. For these, the corresponding objects could not be
studied, neither can they be captured with our proposed approach.
There are depicted in our plots by the gray bar at the top. For an
authority that is archived, but that links to pages that are disallowed,
these related resources were ignored.
Each plot contains four lines to show the coverage of the studied
objects in the Web archive over time: resources represents an
object as fraction of its archived resources, authority considers
the authority pages only, related denotes the fraction of resources
for an object only if the authority is archived, and complete shows
the completely archived ones.

3.2

to the archived authorities, a unfortunately small fraction. The
gap to the completely archived articles stays rather large and only
reaches about 10% today. This makes us wonder whether actually a
coherent and useful impression of the archived blog articles with
their hyperlinked references can be obtained from the studied Web
archive.

3.3

Results: Software

Software on the other hand was studied from its current state, going back until the latest snapshot of a resource had been archived.
Positive is the steep growth on the very right of the timeline, resulting in almost 50% of all software authority websites archived
already only about one year back from now, at the beginning of
2017. Unfortunately, there is not much gain by going back in time
and even in 2010 and before not more than slightly over 60% are
archived overall. Similar to blogs, the line of complete snapshots is
rather low. A noticeable difference to the timeline of blogs is that
the lines of overall resources and related resources are much closer
at any time. That means only a few related resources are recaptured
more recently than the corresponding authority page. In contrast to
blogs, it is quite likely that these are only discovered by the archive
crawler through the software websites.

Results: Blogs

The timeline in Figure 1 shows the results of our study of blog
articles. Due to the time of the dataset, which was collected around
year 2008, we can observe a major growth in the archive around
this time as expected. However, as shown by the resources line,
some of the related resources were already preserved long before
the blog posts were published, e.g., in 2006 around 5% of the links
in an article on average. This makes sense as they have to be online
before they are referenced by a blog.
The steep increase of the archived resources to 25% together
with the growth of the actual articles (authority pages) indicates
that the blogs reference rather recent resources, assuming that they
were captured by the archive not too long after publication. This
is encouraged by the fact that they were archived slightly before
the blog posts, hence, the archive discovered them not through the
articles but independently of them.
Once the authority URLs are archived as shown by the dashed
line, the related resources go up as well, suggesting these were
already archived before that point. However, although this is a
positive finding, it only goes from around 20% at the beginning of
2009 to slightly over 30% today on average for the resources related

4

USE CASE SCENARIO

As our case studies have shown, the coherence among related resources in Web archives is not sufficient to reference a consistent
state of the represented object. This is what we intent to improve
with the introduction of Micro Archives. The following steps outline
a common workflow to create and cite a Micro Archive.
Specifying Micro Archives. In order to use a Micro Archive
as digital representation of any object, it first needs to be defined.
Anyone can specify a Micro Archive with the required set of resources: their URL along with labels and possibly comments. A
Micro Archive specification should include the name of the represented object as well as additional properties, such as the type, e.g.,
blog, software, person, company, etc.. Such crawl specifications can
be shared, refined as well as reused. Predefined specifications can
be provided or extracted from suitable services, such as repositories
or directories, accessible through a dedicated link to cite included
items. In case of software, this could be any service that is aware
of the relevant URLs, such as a software catalogs like swMath (s.
Section 3.1). A click on this cite link could immediately trigger the
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(2) Crawl Queue: While in many cases the exact list of URLs
as provided by the spec is crawled, this service allows to
amend this list just before the crawl is started, e.g., to include deep links into certain websites. For software with a
GitHub page in the spec, our demo adds the corresponding
URL to GitHub’s metadata API to preserve these valuable
information.
(3) Archiving/Crawl Service: Each URL in the queue is now
sent to an archive to be preserved. Such a service may be the
Save Page Now feature of the Internet Archive’s Wayback
Machine, which we use in the current implementation. Alternatively, each URL could be send to a different service, e.g.,
source code might be stored at a more specialized service,
like Software Heritage6 .
(4) Archive Meta Service: After all resources in the queue have
been preserved, the created Micro Archive is documented
by enriching the original spec with corresponding metadata
for each capture in the archive. The archive meta service
retrieves this information, such as the exact timestamp from
the used archive.
(5) Analyzers: For different types of archives, Micrawler can be
configured with different analyzers, to dynamically identify
and derive additional information of the archived entity from
the archived resources, such as a version number in case a
software or information about the author in case of blog
articles.
(6) Persistence Provider: To be shared and cited, the created
spec that describes a Micro Archive and points to the archived
resources has to be stored persistently. In this step, the persistence provider should assign a persistent identifier to the
Micro Archive and guarantee permanent access. Therefore,
our current prototype should not be used in production.
With the assigned identifier, Micrawler generates BibTEXand
BibLATEXto be used scientific publications as follows [1]:

Figure 3: Micrawler Architecture and Extension Points / Related Services.
archiving process (using a software like Micrawler, s. Section 5).
To create a Micro Archive of a blog post, the specification can be
automatically derived from the links in the post itself.
Crawling / Archiving. Based on the given crawl specification
all related resources should be crawled and archived at the same
time or with as little delay as possible. Whether only the given
URLs are captured or used as seeds for a broader crawl depends on
the type of application. The archiving process can be performed by
any Web archive, treating each resource as an independent item.
Depending on the type of resource, even different archives may be
used, like Web archives for webpages, but more software-specific
archive for the raw source code. The resulting Micro Archive now
serves as an additional layer that connects these captured resources
and takes care of a coherent state among them.
Presentation / Citing. Once created, the Micro Archive is anchored to the time when it was crawled and represents the corresponding object or entity through the resources that were part
of the specification. For future reference, a unique handle that is
assigned to the Micro Archive, would now be sufficient to cite the
preserved state of the represented object. This may be a short URL
or more specific identifiers, such as a DOI or others.

5

@misc{SageMath,
title = {{SageMath}},
type = {software},
howpublished = {\url{http://tempas.l3s.de/micrawler/permalink/8bcbcec}},
note ={Archived using Micrawler: 2018-01-10T09:03:35.000Z}
}

(7) Viewer: Depending on which archiving services are used,
suitable viewers need to be configured accordingly. Web
archives commonly provide an instance of the Wayback
Machine to replay archived resources in its original state.
Viewers are called and opened by Micrawler when a resource
of a Micro Archive is clicked.

MICRAWLER

Micrawler (Micro Crawler) is a reference implementation and proofof-concept prototype to perform the aforementioned steps of creating and citing Micro Archives. It runs the entire pipeline from
specifying over crawling to citing and analyzing Micro Archives.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the steps performed by Micrawler
and how these connect to the modules as explained in the following.
The codebase of Micrawler is open source and published under
https://github.com/helgeho/Micrawler. The running prototype has
been deployed to http://tempas.l3s.de/Micrawler.
(1) Spec Proxy: A specification (spec) of what to crawl/preserve
can be provided to Micrawler textually or a URI to load/extract a spec from. The spec proxy is in charge of deriving the
textual spec from the given resource. Our current prototype
implements a few special cases, such as software listed on
swMATH (s. Section 3.1), for which a corresponding spec is
generated from the included software website and linked
resources.

6

OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES

Our case study has shown that only 10% of the studied blog posts
and roughly 30% of the analyzed software websites are archived
completely, i.e., all linked resources are captured as well. With
Micrawler and Micro Archives we presented novel concepts to
increase these numbers in the future to enable coherent citations.
While this is the primary use case, we see a lot of potential in
such microscopic collections by establishing the missing semantic
and logical link among the resources on the Web combined with a
temporal embedding:
6 https://www.softwareheritage.org
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